2035 George Washington Regional Long Range Transportation Plan

CHAPTER 5: THE FAMPO 2035 FINANCIALLY CONSTRAINED
TRANSPORTATION PLAN
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter of the LRTP serves as the FAMPO area’s Financially Constrained Long
Range Transportation Plan which was developed in accordance with federal law (23
U.S.C. § 134 and 23 C.F.R. Part 450). Federal conformity also mandates that
transportation plans be fiscally constrained consistent with USDOT’s metropolitan
planning regulations (23 C.F.R. Part 450) and EPA’s conformity regulations (40 C.F.R. §
93.108).
This financially constrained long-range plan addresses Federal requirements that require
funding sources be identified for all strategies and projects included in long range plans.
This plan which is required to be updated at least every four years includes only those
projects and strategies that can be implemented over the planning period with funds that
are "reasonably expected to be available."
A project prioritization methodology was developed to rank the highway needs plan
projects. This methodology is based on the collective experience of other Metropolitan
Planning Organizations and localities, the eight SAFETEA-LU Federal Planning Factors,
and the FAMPO Mission Statement. All of the needs plan projects were grouped by
Federal Functional Classification and put through the methodology by FAMPO staff, then
vetted through FAMPO’s Technical Advisory Committee. Sufficient funds are not
available to meet all of the Region’s transportation needs. Therefore, this scoring
system was used to determine which projects would be carried forward from the needs
plan to the constrained plan which serves as an implementation tool for policy and
decision makers.
The four components to this financially constrained plan are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Financial Resources Plan
Project Prioritization Methodology
Constrained Highway/Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
Constrained Transit/TDM Plan

5.2 HIGHWAY FINANCIAL RESOURCES
The analysis of the financial resources is an integral component of FAMPO’s 2035
Constrained Long Range Transportation Plan. This section of the plan will provide an
overview of the expected State, Federal (provided by VDOT) and local transportation
funds (as forecasted by local governments) from existing sources that will be available
for FAMPO through the period of 2008-2035. The local sources of forecasted highway
revenues include existing bond funds, dedicated taxes, special district funds and proffers
and general funds, based on local experience and policy.
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FEDERAL AND STATE REVENUES
As shown in Table 5.1 below, the FAMPO localities can expect to receive approximately
$878,334,000 in Federal and State transportation funding in the next 27 years. The
majority of this funding comes from two programs: Interstate Funds ($383,542,000) and
Primary Funds ($177,397,000) which make up 64% of the total federal and state funds.

Table 5.1

Program

Type

Locality

Total

60302 – Access
Funds

STATE & FEDERAL PROJECTED REVENUES*: FREDERICKSBURG AREA METROPOLITAN
PLANNING ORGANIZATION (2008-2035)

Bridge - 60302
Bridge Match - 60302
CMAQ 60302
CMAQ-Match 60302
Enhancement 60302
Safety 60302
Safety Match 60302
STP Regional 60302
STP Regional-Match 60302

MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
Stafford Co.
Spotsylvania Co.
City of Fredericksburg

$ 15,712,000
$ 3,928,000
$ 84,190,000
$ 21,047,000
$ 16,817,000
$ 10,881,000
$
40,000
$ 26,984,000
$ 6,746,000
$383,542,000
$177,397,000
$ 57,588,000
$ 60,096,000
$ 13,366,000

Interstate
Primary
Secondary
Secondary
Urban
TOTAL:

$878,334,000

*Federal and State Projections provided by the Virginia Department of Transportation

LOCAL REVENUES
As stated above, local sources of forecasted highway revenues include existing bond
funds, dedicated taxes, special district funds and proffers and general funds, based on
local experience and policy. The total projected revenues for these localities are
estimated to be approximately $638,550,000, or 42% of the total estimated revenue for
the next 27 years. Please refer to Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 on the following page(s) for a
breakdown of the estimated revenues for the City of Fredericksburg, as well as
Spotsylvania and Stafford Counties.
Table 5.2
CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG**
PROJECTED REVENUES (2008-2035)
Revenue Type

Total

Private Funds

$32,350,000

TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUES:

$32,350,000

**SOURCE: City of Fredericksburg
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Table 5.3
SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY***
PROJECTED REVENUES (2008-2035)
Revenue Type

Total

County Bond Funds

$110,000,000

Revenue Sharing + VDOT Match

$ 28,000,000

Service District – Cosner’s Corner

$

5,250,000

Service District – Harrison Crossing

$

3,000,000

Proffers

$ 19,750,000

TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUES:

$166,000,000

***SOURCE: Spotsylvania County

Table 5.4
STAFFORD COUNTY PROJECTED REVENUES****
(2008-2035)
Revenue Type

Total

Proffers + Developer Built

$183,300,000

Gas Tax – (VRE +FRED)

$ 23,300,000

Impact Fees

$ 37,000,000

Service District Garrisonville

$ 18,200,000

Service District Warrenton

$ 25,000,000

BPOL Tax

$ 88,400,000

Recordation Fees

$ 28,000,000

EDA Contributions

$

Revenue Sharing

$ 28,000,000

Grants

$

TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUES:

$440,200,000

****SOURCE: Stafford County
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TOTAL PROJECTED REVENEUES
Table 5.5 below compiles all of the projected (Federal, State and Local) revenues for the
life of this plan. While the total highway needs for the MPO are about $7 billion, available
revenues are only about $1.51 billion, when calculated using the rules prescribed by
FHWA. This leads a gap in MPO highway funding of $5.5 billion over the next twentyeight years, nearly $196 million per year.

Table 5.5
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUES FOR
THE FAMPO AREA (2008-2035)
Revenue Type
Federal & State Revenues
Stafford County Local Revenues
Spotsylvania County Local Revenues
City of Fredericksburg Local Revenues
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUES:

Total
$878,334,000
$440,200,000
$166,000,000
$ 32,352,000
$1,516,884,000

In addition to the $1.5 billion dollars in construction funds that are projected to be
available over the life of this plan, there are also $2,211,894,000 in maintenance funds
($361,590,000 federal and $1,850,304,000 state) that are expected to be available over
the same time frame.
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5.3 HIGHWAY PROJECT PRIORITIZATION METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION
To understand the long-term transportation needs of a Region, carefully prepared and
executed planning processes are undertaken. These processes compile existing and
future transportation system and usage information, as well as other non-technical
considerations and elements to identify the comprehensive set of transportation
infrastructure, policy, and service modifications that are necessary to accommodate
existing and future travel demand by all modes of transportation. In any plan area,
differing projects have differing costs and benefits (relative and absolute). In addition,
for plans encompassing multiple jurisdictions, regional priorities may differ widely from
local priorities.
Understanding that there are practical limitations to the implementation of transportation
improvement projects, a regimented system for determining the relative value of all
projects when compared to one another generally (all modes and project types
together), and when compared to one another within specific groupings, is needed. The
Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization has developed a proposed
recommended Project Prioritization Methodology to assist in the setting of priorities for
projects identified as a part of the Regional Long-Range Transportation Plan.
Having tremendous amounts of regional highway needs and limited highway revenues,
the MPO decided to undertake development and application of a highway project
prioritization for the 2035 LRTP. This had never been done in the Region before, and a
great deal of effort went into to researching and developing a system, as well as its
review and consensus on its adoption. Regional staff and elected officials were involved
in this process over a period of months.
BACKGROUND
The FAMPO Project Prioritization Methodology is based on the collective experience of
other Metropolitan Planning Organizations and localities, the eight SAFETEA-LU Federal
Planning Factors, and the FAMPO Mission Statement. The following is a brief summary
of factors evaluated for use, the eight Federal Planning Factors (which can be found on
page 4 of this document.
Summary of Factors Considered
 Congestion
 Economic Opportunities
 Safety
 Security
 Public Support
 Environmental Impacts
 Funding, Local Matches, and Prior
Funding Commitments
 Cost
 Regional Connectivity
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Gap Closure
Deliverability/Readiness
Freight Mobility
Emergency Evacuation
Improve Mobility for Disadvantaged
Sustainability
Local Priority
Benefit/Cost Ratio
Remaining Life Cycle and Existing
Conditions
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FAMPO staff reviewed each project and its associated data against the scoring criteria,
and then ranked the projects. Local government staff from around the conducted similar
reviews and scoring, and the results were then compared at the FAMPO Technical
Committee, where a consensus was reached on individual project scoring.
Once the 220 projects from the Needs Plan are each scored, they are further
categorized by their functional classification, so that Interstate projects compete against
Interstate projects, arterials against arterials, collectors against collectors, and so on.
How much of available funds are allocated to each functional classification category is a
result of regional staff recommendations, with modifications and adoption by policy
makers.
Here too a consensus was reached at the FAMPO Technical Committee. The
Committee then went down the list of projects in each category and allocated funding
until forecasted revenues were exhausted. In some cases projects were partially
funded, but where possible, projects were fully funded.
Following the step, the 2035 built highways system was mapped and subjected to the
FAMPO Travel Demand Model, to demonstrate congestion mitigation impacts the
improvements will have.
The complete highway prioritization methodology is contained in Appendix D of this
document.
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5.4 CONSTRAINED HIGHWAYS/BICYCLE & PEDESTRIAN PLAN
The MPO Constrained Highway/Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan include 57 projects as well
as an allocation of $42,500,000 to Transportation System Management (TSM) spread
out over the life of the plan. The total cost of the improvement projects (inflated to year of
expenditure dollars) including the TSM is $1,464,876,686.
Some of the projects in the Constrained Project List have a total cost and allocation of
$0.00. These projects are projects that are either fully funded in the VDOT’s current Six
Year Improvement Program (SYIP) or funded by a Public/Private Partnership (PPTA), or
private funds and therefore do not require any allocation of funding in the Constrained
Plan. These projects also have no ranking number because as they are already fully
funded, they do not compete with projects that still need funding. The cost estimates in
the project description tables found on the following pages account for funds that were
previously allocated and funds that are allocated in VDOT’s current SYIP and FAMPO’s
current TIP.
The tables on the following pages list all of the highway/bicycle and pedestrian projects
contained in this financially constrained portion of FAMPO’s Long Range Transportation
Plan. The bicycle and pedestrian projects from the bicycle and pedestrian needs plan
are incorporated into the highway projects where improvements are recommended on
corresponding road segments. Please refer to Map 12 on the following page for the
location of the recommended projects.
The total amount of projected revenues (federal, state and local) for highway/bicycle and
pedestrian projects is $1,516,884,000. This leaves approximately $52,000,000 of
funding that will be allocated to the following “bucket” or reserve categories found in
Table 5.6 below.
Table 5.6
FAMPO RESERVE FUNDS
Category

Funding Source

Amount

FAMPO Reserve/ Miscellaneous Projects

RSTP

$15,000,000

Transit/TDM

CMAQ

$20,000,000

Regional Trails

CMAQ

$10,000,000

Interstate

$7,000,000

Interstate Reserve
TOTAL:

$52,000,000

Funds allocated to these broad categories will be used in the following manner:


FAMPO Reserve – The FAMPO reserve category will be used to support various
multimodal planning studies and also used to aid in funding small, easy to
implement projects in all modes of transportation.



Transit/TDM - This category will be used to fund transit and TDM strategies over
and above what is allocated in the Constrained Transit Plan found later in this
chapter.
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Regional Trails - This category will be used to develop and support the regional
trails network. There is a bicycle and/or pedestrian component to the entire
highway projects (except for interstate projects). These funds will be allocated to
improvement and programs that are found in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Needs
Plan as well as any new projects that are brought forth in the future.



Interstate Reserve – The Interstate Reserve category will be used to ensure
small interstate improvement projects that may arise over the life of the plan do
not require an amendment to the Long Range Transportation Plan.

Tables 5.7 through 5.13 on the following pages list all of the projects found in the
Constrained Highway/Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. These tables list attributes of the
projects such as project name, route number, project boundaries, length in miles,
improvement descriptions, the estimated year of expenditure, total project cost (inflated
to year of expenditure), the ranking number, and the allocation to the Constrained Plan.
Map 13 on the following page illustrates the Level of Service on the Region’s roadways if
all of the fully funded projects found in the Constrained Highway/Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan are built. These projects will reduce, but not entirely eliminate regional traffic
congestion.
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Table 5.7
FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Interstate Projects)
Highway/
Street
Name

Route
Number

I-95

Boundaries

Length
in Miles

Improvement Description

Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

I-95
Interchange
#126

25

Construct 2 HOT lanes

2015

$0.00**

N/A

$0.00

US-1

Cedar Ln.
(SC-732)

1.5

Construct new I-95 interchange
with SC-630 and relocate SC-630
from US-1 to Cedar Ln.

2015

$118,253,000

75

$118,253,000

95

I-95

Plank Rd.
(PR-3)

4.0

Construct new I-95 interchange &
limited access toll road

2020

$332,100,000

66

$58,280,000
(PE & ROW only)

95

US-1

Mills Dr.
(US-17 BUS)

2.2

Construct new I-95 Interchange &
new arterial roadway

2020

$155,349,000

65

$58,280,000
(PE & ROW only)

From

To

95

Prince
William Co.
Line

I-95

95

I-95

I-95
TOTAL:

$234,813,000

^YOE - Year of Expenditure
# - Score from Project Prioritization Methodology
** Projects showing $0.00 for Total Cost and Allocation are either fully funded or Developer Projects & do not require any funding in the Constrained Plan (See pg. 86)
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Table 5.8
FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Principal Arterial Projects)
Length
in
Miles

Improvement Description

Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

Tidewater
Trail (PR-2)

5.8

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes divided w/
sidewalk and shared use trail.

2015

$38,702,000

73

$38,702,000

Chewning
Ln. (SC-707)

Gordon Rd.
SC-627)

2.4

Widen from 4 to 6 lanes divided
(currently under construction)

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

US1/
PR-218

N/A

N/A

N/A

Construct a single point urban
interchange.

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

US-17

McLane Dr.

Stafford
Lakes Pkwy.

2.5

Widen from 4 to 6 lanes divided
with sidewalks

2015

$12,630,000

66

$12,630,000

(st) Falmouth
Bridge

US-1

US-17/Butler
Rd.
(PR-218)

Fred. City
Limit

0.4

Replace Falmouth Bridge w/ 6
lane bridge + bike/ped facilities

2020

$43,050,000

87

$43,050,000

(sp)
Jefferson
Davis Hwy.

US-1

Harrison Rd.
(SC-620)

Spotsylvania
Pkwy.

3.0

Widen from 4 to 8 lanes with
pedestrian facilities

2020

$66,259,000

83

$66,259,000

(st) Jefferson
Davis Hwy.

US-1

Prince
William Co.
Line

US-17/
PR-218

15.6

Widen from 4 to 6 lanes with wide
shoulders and sidewalks in select
areas

2020

$151,290,000

71

$32,000,000

(fr) Jefferson
Davis Hwy.

US-1

Stafford Co.
Line

Blue-Gray
Pkwy.

1.8

Upgrade US-1 with turn lanes and
intersection improvements

2025

$65,629,000

59

$25,383,000

US-17

Berea
Church Rd.
(SC-654)

3.8

Widen from 4 to 6 lanes divided
with paved highway shoulders

2030

$67,037,000

50

$67,037,000

PR-208

Jefferson
Davis Hwy.

Hartwood
Rd.
(SC-612)
Smith
Station Rd.
(SC-628)

3.7

Widen from 4 to 6 lanes divided
with paved highway shoulders

2035

$146,987,988

67

$20,663,000

Highway/
Street Name
(sp) Mills Dr.
(sp) Plank
Rd.
(st) Falmouth
Intersection
(st)
Warrenton
Rd.

(st)
Warrenton
Rd.
(sp)
Courthouse
Rd.

Boundaries

Route
Number

From

To

US-17

I-95 Bridge

PR-3

TOTAL:

$305,724,000

^YOE - Year of Expenditure
# - Score from Project Prioritization Methodology
(fr) – Fredericksburg (sp) – Spotsylvania (st) – Stafford
** Projects showing $0.00 for Total Cost and Allocation are either fully funded or Developer Projects & do not require any funding in the Constrained Plan (See pg. 86)
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Table 5.9
FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Urban Minor Arterial Projects)
Length
in
Miles

Improvement Description

Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

South City
Limit

1.5

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with
sidewalk and shared use path

2015

$24,636,220

86

$13,000,000
(PE & ROW
only)

Jefferson
Davis Hwy.

1.5

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with
sidewalk and shared use path

2015

$35,522,500

86

$13,000,000
(PE & ROW
only)

Herndon St.

0.7

Reconfigure and restripe roadway

2015

$497,000

71

$497,000

1.6

Widen from 4 to 6 lanes divided
with paved highway shoulders

2015

$29,232,000

57

$29,232,000

0.2

Reconstruct SC-620

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

Boundaries

Highway/
Street Name

Route
Number

From

To

(fr) Lafayette
Blvd.

US-1
BUS

Blue-Gray
Pkwy.

(sp)
Lafayette
Blvd.

US-1
BUS

South City
Limit

US-1/17
BUS

Jefferson
Davis Hwy.
Spotsylvania
Pkwy.
(SC-628)

(fr) Princess
Anne St.
(sp)
Jefferson
Davis Hwy.

US-1

Massaponax
Church Rd.
(SC-608)
Lafayette
Blvd (US-1
BUS)

(sp)
Harrison Rd.

SC-620

0.5 Mile w.
of US-1

(sp)
Harrison Rd.

SC-620

Gordon Rd.
(SC-627)

Plank Rd.
(PR-3)

0.5

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with
sidewalks
(currently under construction)

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

(sp) Old
Plank Rd.

SC-610

Catharpin
Rd.
(SC-612)

Gordon Rd.
(SC-627)

3.1

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with a
sidewalk and shared use path

2030

$41,656,000

60

$30,044,000

(sp)
Harrison Rd.

SC-620

Plank Rd.
(PR-3)

Salem
Church Rd.
(SC-639)

2.3

Upgrade with turn lanes,
intersection and other operational
improvements

2030

$69,621,000

44

$69,621,000

(sp)
Tidewater
Trail

PR2/
US-17
BUS

Fred. City
Limit

US-17
Bypass

4

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with
sidewalks and paved highway
shoulders

2035

$62,180,000

73

$10,000,000
(PE & ROW
only)

TOTAL:

$165,394,000

^YOE - Year of Expenditure
# - Score from Project Prioritization Methodology
(fr) – Fredericksburg (sp) – Spotsylvania (st) – Stafford
** Projects showing $0.00 for Total Cost and Allocation are either fully funded or Developer Projects & do not require any funding in the Constrained Plan (See pg. 86)
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Table 5.10
FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Urban Collector Projects)
Highway/
Street Name

Route
Number

(fr) Fall Hill
Ave.

UR3965

Boundaries

Length
in Miles

Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

2015

$25,630,000

76

$25,630,000

New alignment with sidewalks
connecting existing road with
Fall Hill Ave

2015

$4,704,000

70

$4,704,000

0.6

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with
paved highway shoulders

2015

$8,568,000

67

$8,568,000

2.4

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes divided
with sidewalk and shared use
path

2015

$36,865,000

65

$36,865,000

From

To

Mary
Washington
Blvd. Extended

Carl D.
Silver Pkwy.

1.6

(fr) Mary
Washington
Blvd.
Extended

Existing Mary
Washington
Blvd. Extended

Fall Hill Ave
(UR-3965)

0.3

(st)
Garrisonville
Rd.

SC-610

0.13 miles
west of Joshua
Road
(SC-643)

(sp) Gordon
Rd.

SC-627

Harrison Rd.
(SC-620)

(fr) Gateway
Blvd.
Extended
(sp) Bragg Rd.
(sp)
Spotsylvania
Pkwy.
Extension
(st)
Garrisonville
Rd.
(sp) Harrison
Road
Connector
(st)
Courthouse
Rd.
(st) Butler Rd.

0.42 miles
east of
Joshua
Road (SC643)
Smith
Station Rd.
(SC-628)

Improvement Description
Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with
sidewalk and shared use path

Plank Rd.
(PR-3)

Fall Hill Ave
(UR-3965)

1.1

New alignment with sidewalk
and shared use path

2015

$17,160,000

57

$17,160,000

SC-639

Plank Rd. (PR3)

River Rd.
(SC-618)

1

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with
sidewalks (currently under
construction)

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

SC-628

Spotsylvania
Pkwy.

Mills Dr.
(US-17)

0.5

New alignment with sidewalk
and shared use path

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

SC-610

Mine Rd. (SC684)

Onville Rd.
(SC-641)

0.8

Widen from 4 to six lanes with
turn lanes & sidewalks

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

Bragg Rd (SC639)

Harrison Rd.
(SC-620)

1.5

New alignment with sidewalk
and shared use path

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

2025

$41,245,000

77

$41,245,000

2025

$38,929,000

77

$38,929,000

SC-630

Cedar Ln. (SC732)

PR-218

Cambridge St.
(US-1)

Shelton
Shop Rd.
(SC-648)
White Oak
Rd. (PR218)

4.8

1.7

Widening from 2 to 4 lanes
divided with sidewalk and shared
use path
Widening from 2 to 4 lanes
divided with sidewalks paved
highway shoulders
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FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Urban Collector Projects)
Highway/
Street Name

Route
Number

(sp) Leavells
Rd.

Boundaries

Length
in Miles

From

To

SC-639

Courthouse
Rd.
(PR-208)

(sp) Smith
Station Rd.

SC-628

Gordon Rd.
(SC-627)

(st) Shelton
Shop Rd.

SC-648

Garrisonville
Rd.
(SC-610)

(sp)
Massaponax
Church Rd.

SC-608

I-95

Smith
Station Rd.
(SC-628)
Massaponax
Church Rd.
(SC-608)
Mountainvie
w Rd. (SC627)
Smith
Station Rd.
(SC-628)

(sp) Mine Rd./
Hood Dr.

SC-636

Courthouse
Rd.
(PR-208)

Benchmark
Rd. (SC608)

4.2

(st) Onville
Rd.

SC-641

Garrisonville
Rd.
(SC-610)

MCB
Quantico

1.2

(st) Ferry Rd.

SC-606

Kings Hwy.
(PR-3)

Brooke Rd.
(SC-608)

3.4

(st)
Garrisonville
Rd.

SC-610

Shelton Shop
Rd. (SC-648)

Onville Rd.
(SC-641)

2.0

(st) Truslow
Rd.

SC-652

Poplar Rd.
(SC-616)

Jefferson
Davis Hwy.
(US-1)

6.7

(st) Telegraph
Rd.

SC-637

I-95

Woodstock
Ln. (SC-639)

3

(st)
Mountainview
Rd.

SC-627

Poplar Rd.
(SC-616)

(st) Rock Hill
Church Rd.

SC-644

Mountainview
Rd. (SC-627)

SC-610

Fauquier Co.
Line

(st)
Garrisonville
Rd.

Choptank
Rd. (SC1209)
Garrisonville
Rd.
(SC-610)
Joshua Rd.
(SC-643)

2.6

5.6

2.1

1.5

4.3

2.7

5.6

Improvement Description
Widening from 2 to 4 lanes
divided with sidewalk and shared
use path
Widening from 2 to 4 lanes
divided with sidewalk and shared
use path
Widening from 2 to 4 lanes
divided with paved highway
shoulders
Widening from 2 to 4 lanes
divided with sidewalks and bike
lanes
(Phase 1)Widen from 2 to 4 to
Lansdowne Rd. and (Phase 2)
improve from Lansdowne to
Benchmark
Widen from 2 to 4 lanes divided
with sidewalks & wide right travel
lanes
Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements
Widen from 5 to 6 lanes with turn
lanes, ped facilities &
intersection improvements
Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements
Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements
Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements
Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements
Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements
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Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

2025

$53,051,000

75

$53,051,000

2025

$42,229,000

72

$42,229,000

2025

$22,623,000

65

$22,623,000

2025

$16,553,000

63

$16,553,000

2025

$43,776,000

58

$21,000,000
(Phase 1)

2030

$24,299,000

75

$24,299,000

2030

$18,175,000

74

$18,175,000

2030

$59,343,000

62

$59,343,000

2035

$41,612,000

61

$41,612,000

2035

$23,814,000

59

$23,814,000

2035

$26,649,000

55

$26,649,000

2035

$12,051,000

49

$12,051,000

2035

$28,854,000

46

$28,854,000
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FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Urban Collector Projects)
Highway/
Street Name

Route
Number

(st) Truslow
Rd. Extension
(sp)
Lansdowne
Rd.

Boundaries

Length
in Miles

From

To

SC-652

Poplar Rd.
(SC-616)

Warrenton
Rd. (US-17)

0.4

SC-638

Mine Rd.
(SC-636)

Fred. City
Line

1.9

Improvement Description
New alignment with paved
highway shoulders and traffic
signalization
Widen from 2 to 4lanes divided
with turn lanes, paved highway
shoulders & intersection
improvements

Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

2035

$7,027,000

41

$7,027,000

2035

$56,271,000

34

$10,000,000

TOTAL:

$580,381,000

^YOE - Year of Expenditure
# - Score from Project Prioritization Methodology
(fr) – Fredericksburg (sp) – Spotsylvania (st) – Stafford
** Projects showing $0.00 for Total Cost and Allocation are either fully funded or Developer Projects & do not require any funding in the Constrained Plan (See pg. 86)

Table 5.11
FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Rural Minor Arterial Projects)
Highway/
Street Name
(sp)
Courthouse
Bypass
Phase II

Route
Number

PR-208

Boundaries
From

To

0.5 miles
west of SC1437 on SC608

0.7 miles
west of
SC-606

Length
in
Miles

Improvement Description

Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

4.3

New 2 lane divided roadway on 4
lane ROW

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

^YOE - Year of Expenditure
# - Score from Project Prioritization Methodology
(fr) – Fredericksburg (sp) – Spotsylvania (st) – Stafford
** Projects showing $0.00 for Total Cost and Allocation are either fully funded or Developer Projects & do not require any funding in the Constrained Plan (See pg. 86)
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Table 5.12
FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Rural Major Collector Projects)
Boundaries
From
To

Highway/
Street Name

Route
Number

Length
in Miles

Improvement Description

Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

(st)
Mountainview
Rd.

SC-627

Stefaniga
Rd.
(SC-648)

Centreport
Pkwy.

6.5

Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements

2035

$33,755,000

52

$8,000,000

(sp) Gordon
Rd.

SC-627

Smith
Station Rd.
(SC-628)

Brock Rd.
(SC-613)

3.5

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes divided
with a sidewalk & shared use
trail

2035

$61,672,000

50

$10,000,000

(st) Brooke Rd.

SC-608

New Hope
Church Rd
(SC-605)

Dead End

10.4

Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements

2035

$60,937,000

49

$20,000,000

(st) Poplar Rd.

SC-616

Truslow Rd.
(SC-652)

Fauquier Co.
Line

9.5

Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements

2035

$38,848,000

48

$4,848,000

TOTAL:

$42,848,000

^YOE - Year of Expenditure
# - Score from Project Prioritization Methodology
(fr) – Fredericksburg (sp) – Spotsylvania (st) – Stafford
** Projects showing $0.00 for Total Cost and Allocation are either fully funded or Developer Projects & do not require any funding in the Constrained Plan (See pg. 86)
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Table 5.13
FAMPO CONSTRAINED HIGHWAY PLAN PROJECT LIST
(Urban Local, Rural Local Projects)
Boundaries
From
To

Highway/
Street Name

Route
Number

Length
in Miles

Improvement Description

Estimated
YOE^

Total Cost
(Inflated to YOE)

Ranking#

Allocation

(st)
SC-630 Bridge
over CSX Rail
Road

SC-630

SC-688

0.4 mile East
of CSX
Railroad

0.7

Replace SC-630 Bridge over
CSX Rail Road

2015

$0.00

N/A

$0.00

(sp) Germanna
Point Dr.
Extended

SC1029

Germanna
Dr.
(SC-1029)

Spotsylvania
Ave. (SC1234)

0.9

Construct a new 2 lane road
with paved highway shoulders

2025

$11,282,000

56

$11,282,000

(sp) Jones
Powell Rd.

SC-653

Belmont Rd.
(SC-652)

Lawyers Rd.
(SC-601)

1.6

Upgrade road with paved
highway shoulders, turn lanes
and intersection improvements

2035

$7,347,000

38

$7,347,000

(sp)Chancellor
Rd.

SC-674

Old Plank
Rd.
(SC-610)

Gordon Rd.
(SC-627)

2

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes
divided with turn lanes,
sidewalks & shared use path

2035

$49,397,000

33

$49,397,000

(sp) Houser Dr.
Extension

SC1248

Houser Dr.
(SC-1248)

Industrial Dr.

0.2

New access road to industrial
park

2035

$23,688,000

22

$10,000,000

TOTAL:

$78,026,000

^YOE - Year of Expenditure
# - Score from Project Prioritization Methodology
(fr) – Fredericksburg (sp) – Spotsylvania (st) – Stafford
** Projects showing $0.00 for Total Cost and Allocation are either fully funded or Developer Projects & do not require any funding in the Constrained Plan (See pg. 86)
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5.5 TRANSIT/TDM CONSTRAINED PLAN

PROJECTED FUNDING LEVELS
Prediction of future revenues is difficult, given the broad policy choices at the State, Federal
and local levels. For example:




Federal transportation funding bills tend to be for six year a period, which means that
there will likely be five Federal transportation funding bills over the life of this LRTP.
Opinions vary widely with respect to the future Federal role in transit funding and the
composition of the next Federal authorization, with the very real possibility that it may
be much different than the current authorization (SAFETEA-LU).
Many currently planned projects are predicated on the receipt of funds from the I-95/I395 HOT Lanes project, which will likely occur but has not yet received all necessary
approvals.

Given these uncertainties, these financial projections assume that revenues from most
ongoing sources will increase at a level consistent with inflation, and that inflation will average
3% annually over the life of the plan. It is also assumed that HOT lanes revenue will be
available in the recommended amounts for the recommended projects (as presented in I-95/I395 Transit/TDM Study, Draft Final Report, issued by the Virginia Department of Rail and
Public transit (DRPT) in January 2008). It is also assumed that local jurisdictions will continue
to fund FRED costs that are not funded through Federal, State, and miscellaneous local
sources (as described in this document).
For Federal funding, consistent with the population projections, it is assumed that the FAMPO
urbanized area (UZA) will exceed 200,000 persons in the 2010 Census, which will result in
changes to Federal transit funding as described below.
This financial plan also does not assume the use of any new revenue sources, such as those
enacted as part of HB 3202 (and later invalidated by the Virginia Supreme Court, due to the
manner in which they were enacted), or other new potential sources. As described in
previous work conduced as part of this LRTP, potential new regional and local revenue
sources could produce large amounts of new revenue that, if enacted, could fund additional
programs and projects beyond those contained in the constrained portion of the LRTP.
Finally, it should be noted that this constrained plan does not consider funding for VRE rolling
stock, for which the Region does not provide any direct funding.
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FEDERAL FUNDING
FTA 5307 Urbanized Area Formula Funding
For FY 2008, a total of $1.2 million was apportioned to the Fredericksburg Urbanized Area.
Of this, FRED received $662,000 in operating assistance, which funded approximately 15% of
operating expenses.
However, after the 2010 Census has been completed (likely in 2012), funding amounts will
change, as will eligible uses. As of the 2000 Census, the Fredericksburg urban area had a
population that was less than 200,000 residents. For small urbanized areas, available funds
are apportioned based on a combination of population and population density and
administered and allocated by the State (in Virginia, by DRPT). In small urbanized areas,
Section 5307 funds can also be used for operating expenses or capital expenses.
However, the 2010 Census results are expected to confirm that the Region’s population is
over 200,000 residents, which will mean that the area will become a medium-sized urbanized
area11 for funding transit formula funding apportionment purposes. In this case, Section 5307
funds will be apportioned using a formula that considers the types of services provided (i.e.,
fixed-guideway and bus), the magnitude of service provided (i.e., revenue miles), the
utilization of the service provided (i.e., passenger miles), and demographic statistics (i.e.,
population and population density). As a result, the amount of service provided within the
Region will become a major determinant in how much Section 5307 funding will be available.
Becoming a medium-sized urbanized area also means that, with a few exceptions such as
preventative maintenance, Section 5307 funds cannot be used for operating expenses, but
instead must be used for capital purposes.
Because there are a number of factors shaping Section 5307 earnings, the estimation of the
magnitude of such earnings through 2035, and the proportion of these funds that can be used
for allowable operating expenses requires the use of simplifying assumptions. To this end,
the experiences at PRTC and Fredericksburg’s closest peers have been examined. Based on
that analysis, it has been assumed that Section 5307 will be able to fund approximately 10%
of operating expenses, and in total, will generate approximately $9 per year per capita (in
$2008). In 2012, once the Region has been designated a Medium size urban area, it will
generate $3.4 million in Section 5307 funds, as measured in today’s dollars. As the Region
grows and transit service expands, receipts will grow to $5.3 million in 2035. In current year
dollars, the Region will generate $3.8 million in 2012 and $7.4 in 2035.
FTA 5309 Bus and Bus Facilities
FTA Section 5309 funds can be used for major capital investments including new transit
stations and bus facilities, and are earmarked by Congress. This plan assumes that the
George Washington Region would be able to obtain earmarks as partial funding for new
transportation centers: a total of $27.2 million over the life of the plan for the Route 610,
Celebrate Virginia, and Massaponax Transit Centers.

11

Medium-sized urbanized areas are defined as areas with between 200,000 and 1,000,000 residents.
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FTA 5311 Non-Urbanized Area Formula Funding:
FTA Section 5311 now provides now provides FRED approximately $220,000 per year for
services in King George and Caroline Counties. It is assumed that receipt of Section 5311
funds for those two counties would increase at a rate similar to inflation.
Congestion Mitigation Air Quality Funds (CMAQ)
CMAQ funds are available for projects that contribute to the attainment of a national ambient
air quality standard. CMAQ funds are now used to provide start-up funding for new FRED
services, and FAMPO allocates these funds to new services based on a declining scale over a
three year period.
In 2008, FRED received $1.1 million in CMAQ and State matching funds. It is assumed that
as the system grows, new services will continue to receive CMAQ start-up funding and that
the annual availability of CMAQ and State matching funds would increase at a rate similar to
inflation.

STATE FUNDING
State Operating Assistance
Currently, this source funds the equivalent of 20% of total operating costs statewide, and it is
assumed that this would continue to be the case into the future.12
State Capital Assistance
State Capital Assistance currently funds approximately 10% of eligible capital costs. This plan
assumes that this proportion of funding would remain available in the future and could be used
for most projects.
State TDM Assistance
It is assumed that State assistance to the Regional TDM program will continue to grow at
historic levels.
LOCAL FUNDING
2% Motor Fuels Sales Tax
The 2% motor fuels sales tax is collected in Fredericksburg and Stafford County and can be
used for any transportation purposes. Fredericksburg and Stafford County use these funds to
pay their local shares of VRE and FRED service, and for roadway projects.
Projections of motor fuels tax revenues are based on estimates developed the Potomac and
Rappahannock Transportation Commission (PRTC) for FY 2009 through FY 2013. Those
estimates assume an average price per gallon between 2008 and 2013 of $3.87 and over
12

State operating currently provides FRED with approximately $363,000 per year, or 9% of FRED’s operating
costs. This is because funding amounts are based on expenditures two years prior and recent FRED service
expansion has not yet been reflected in funding receipts.
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that period, consumption will increase by approximately 2% per year. For the period beyond
2017, this plan assumes that the price per gallon will increase at the same rate as inflation,
and that consumption will increase by approximately 2% per year. In 2008 dollars, the
estimates for 2008 and 2035 are presented in Table 5.14 below. Note that these amounts
represent the total that would theoretically be available. However, due to competing priorities,
including from road projects, the amounts that would be used for transit would consist of the
required contribution for VRE services. Use of these funds to support FRED services or for
other transportation purposes would be at the discretion of local governments during annual
budget deliberations.
Table 5.14
2% MOTOR FUELS TAX REVENUES
Jurisdiction
2008
2035
Stafford

$3,797,715

$7,213,024

Fredericksburg

$1,467,760

$2,844,014

TOTAL:

$5,265,475

$10,057,038

Local Contributions to FRED Service
FRED costs are primarily allocated among the local governments based on the hours of
revenue service each local government receives. The local government share of FRED costs
shown below are made with the assumption that this basic method of cost allocation will
continue in the future.
Whereas Fredericksburg and Stafford County fund their shares of VRE and/or FRED
operating costs with 2% Motor Fuels Tax funds, Spotsylvania, King George and Caroline
Counties fund their share with local funds, largely through property tax revenue, but also from
other general fund sources.
The local jurisdictions determine these shares through the VRE and FRED budget processes,
and have historically funded all costs that have not been covered through other sources (with
Fredericksburg and Stafford County using 2% Motor Fuels Tax Revenues to fund their
shares). The improvements in the Transit Needs Plan would require increases in annual local
contributions for operating costs from $1.4 million in 2008 to $5.9 million in 2035. For the
purposes of this financial plan, it is assumed that the local jurisdictions would fund 50% to
55% of these amounts (see Table 5.15 below).
Table 5.15
CONSTRAINED LOCAL OPERATING COST CONTRIBUTIONS TO FRED
(Annual Contributions)
2035
2008
Fredericksburg
$327,630
$1,043,107
Spotsylvania County
$413,089
$905,062
Stafford County
$709,812
$477,656
Caroline County
$54,635
$221,995
King George County
$97,063
$194,309
TOTAL:

$1,370,073
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In addition, it is anticipated that local jurisdictions will need to provide approximately 10% of
the funding for future FRED vehicle acquisition and facilities costs. These local costs are
estimated at a total of $6.3 million through 2035.
OTHER FUNDING
HOT Lanes Funding
The HOT Lanes project is expected to provide operating and capital funding for a variety of
transit improvements. Recommended services, projects, and amounts for the George
Washington Region are as shown in Tables 5.16 and 5.17.
Table 5.16
HOT LANES ANNUAL OPERATING REVENUE

Express Bus Service
TDM Programs
TOTAL:

2010 - 2019

2020 - 2035

$510,364
$272,410
$782,774

$1,446,031
$272,410
$1,718,441

Table 5.17
HOT LANES CAPITAL FUNDING
Total
VRE Parking Expansion
Commuter Buses
Transit Centers
TOTAL:

$14,138,939
$8,483,363
$22,622,302
$45,244,604

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous sources, such as private contributions, Greyhound ticket sales and vending
revenue currently provides FRED approximately $170,000 in funding per year. Some of these
sources, such as Greyhound ticket commissions, are declining. However, with expanded
service, there should also be expanded opportunities to increase contributions and other
sources, such as advertising. Overall, these funds are assumed to increase at a rate similar
to inflation.
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ESTIMATE OF TOTAL AVAILABLE FUNDING
Over the life of this plan, it is estimated that, in current year dollars, the revenue sources
described above will provide a total of $455 million in transit and TDM operating funding, and
$260 million in capital funding, or a total of $709.4 million (see Table 5.18 below).
By comparison, the improvements in the Transit Needs Plan would cost $786.9 in total
operating costs and $430.7 million in total capital costs, or $1.2 billion in total (see Table 5.19
below). In total, this would be $502 million more than can be funded based on currently
anticipated sources.
Table 5.18

ESTIMATE OF TOTAL AVAILABLE FUNDING THROUGH 2035
FTA 5307
FTA 5309
FTA 5311
CMAQ
STP
State Operating Assistance
State Capital Assistance
City/County Contributions
Fredericksburg
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Caroline
King George
Miscellaneous
HOT Lanes
TOTAL:

Operating
$22.7

Capital
$139.6
$27.2

$10.9
$43.7
$14.0
$43.9
$30.3
$49.1
$25.5
$172.2
$6.1
$5.5
$13.0
$48.5
$455.0

$1.1
$0.5
$3.7
$0.1
$0.1
$51.7
$254.4

Total
$162.3
$27.2
$10.9
$43.7
$14.0
$43.9
$30.3
$50.2
$26.0
$175.9
$6.2
$5.6
$13.0
$100.2
$709.4

Table 5.19

Transit Needs Plan Costs (2009 to 2035 Total Costs, Inflated to Year Expenditure*)
VRE
Express Bus
Transit Centers/P&R Lots
FRED/Regional Transit
Volunteer Driver
TDM Program
TOTAL:

Operating
$293.8
$116.6
$313.6
$22.7
$40.2
$786.9

Capital
$68.1
$89.9
$146.7
$126.0
$0.0
$0.0
$430.7

*Note: Inflation is assumed at an average of 3% annually over the life of the Plan
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Total
$361.9
$206.5
$146.7
$439.6
$22.7
$40.2
$1,217.6
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CONSTRAINED TRANSIT/TDM PLAN
To reflect the amount of funding that is anticipated to be available, the Constrained Transit
Plan was developed to fall within anticipated revenue levels.
Compared to the
recommendations in the Transit Needs Plan, the constrained plan scales back services and
projects as follows:


VRE service would be expanded consistent with the VRE master plan, which would
consist of two to three additional one-way trips. However, VRE would not be extended
to Spotsylvania County.



Three new express bus routes would be implemented using HOT Lanes funds—one
new route in 2015 and two additional routes in 2020. Each route would provide three
inbound trips in the morning and three outbound trips in the evening. The more
frequent service included in the transit needs plan would not be implemented.



FRED expansion would be scaled back. The Transit Needs Plan defines transit needs
that would provide 152,000 revenue hours of FRED service in 2017 and 177,200 hours
of service in 2035. To provide service within the available amount of funding, revenue
hours of service will need to be scaled back to 109,000 hours of service in 2017 and
122,000 hours of service in 2035. There are a number of ways in which this could be
done, and a specific service plan is not prescribed at part of this constrained financial
plan, as how specifically transit services should be deployed on an annually basis will
fall to policy decisions in annual budgets, with guidance provided by succeeding
Transit Development Plans. However, certain assumptions were made to develop the
constrained transit financial plan. These include:
–

–

Rather than improving service frequencies on the more important routes to 30
minutes during peak periods and 60 minutes during off-peak periods in 2017,
and every 30 minutes throughout the day in 2035, service on those routes
would operate on hourly headways. (However, spans of service would still be
increased on many routes.)
Fewer new flex routes would be implemented.

These assumptions illustrate an approach that would maximize service coverage at
the expense of service frequencies. However, changes could be made to provide
more frequent service on some routes, and fewer flex-services, or to adjust service in
other ways. Those changes could and would be made within the constraints of this
financial plan.
In total, through 2035, the amount of service that FRED provides would be expanded
by approximately 50%. While this funding would provide significant improvements,
service would expand at a significantly lesser rate than the Region’s population.


Volunteer driver service would not be provided for elderly and disabled residents of
more rural areas.
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TDM program expansion would be limited to programs funded by the HOT Lanes
project.



The capital program would also be scaled back. Capital needs associated with the
service improvements that would not be implemented would no longer be needed, and
this would provide most of the required reductions.

With these changes, the constrained operating and capital plans would be as shown in Tables
5.20 and 5.21 on the following pages. Please refer to Map 14, the Constrained Transit/TDM
Plan.
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Table 5.20
CONSTRAINED TRANSIT OPERATING PLAN
(Total Costs, Inflated to Year of Expenditure)
2008-15

2016-2020

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2035

Total

Local Shares of Net Operating Costs
Operating Funding

$25,456,444

$26,069,596

$33,669,156

$37,886,395

$48,909,012

$171,990,602

Stafford County
Fredericksburg
Subtotal:
Express Bus

$22,406,657
$3,049,786
$25,456,444

$22,946,351
$3,123,245
$26,069,596

$29,635,453
$4,033,703
$33,669,156

$33,347,449
$4,538,946
$37,886,395

$43,329,215
$5,579,797
$48,909,012

$151,665,125
$20,325,477
$171,990,602

$1,952,397

$0

$10,621,096

$11,951,444

$14,272,323

$38,797,260

$1,952,397
$1,952,397

$0
$0

$10,621,096
$10,621,096

$11,951,444
$11,951,444

$14,272,323
$14,272,323

$38,797,260
$38,797,260

$33,200,857

$30,504,973

$40,144,132

$49,349,085

$63,920,071

$217,119,120

$8,514,966
$4,332,323
$1,691,720
$5,181,022

$6,844,470
$3,050,497
$1,359,833
$6,422,100

$8,174,412
$4,014,413
$1,624,060
$8,451,396

$9,198,301
$4,934,909
$1,827,482
$10,389,281

$10,984,540
$6,392,007
$4,411,881
$13,456,857

$43,716,690
$22,724,150
$10,914,976
$43,900,656

$3,420,274
$3,460,428
$3,301,821
$670,175
$774,967
$11,627,665

$3,847,150
$3,338,018
$2,617,905
$818,756
$716,644
$11,338,473

$5,463,012
$4,740,037
$3,717,466
$1,162,646
$1,017,645
$16,100,807

$7,124,373
$6,181,534
$4,847,987
$1,516,220
$1,327,122
$20,997,235

$8,918,229
$7,737,991
$6,068,668
$1,897,991
$1,661,280
$26,284,158

$28,773,037
$25,458,008
$20,553,847
$6,065,788
$5,497,658
$86,348,338

$424,631
$1,428,530
$33,200,857

$341,325
$1,148,276
$30,504,973

$407,648
$1,371,396
$40,144,132

$458,708
$1,543,171
$49,349,085

$547,785
$1,842,843
$63,920,071

$2,180,096
$7,334,215
$217,119,120

VRE (GW Region Share of Total)

Net Operating Costs
Operating Funding
HOT Lanes Funds
Subtotal:
FRED
Net Operating Costs
Operating Funding
CMAQ/State Demo Funding
FTA 5307 Urbanized Area
FTA 5311 Non-Urbanized Area
VDRPT State Operating Assistance
City/County Contributions
Fredericksburg
Spotsylvania County
Stafford County
Caroline County
King George County
Subtotal:
Private Contributions
Misc.
Subtotal:
TDM/Carpool/Vanpool
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CONSTRAINED TRANSIT OPERATING PLAN
(Total Costs, Inflated to Year of Expenditure)
2008-15
Net Operating Costs
Operating Funding
STP
HOT Lanes Funds
Miscellaneous Local
Funding Gap
Total

2016-2020

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2035

Total

$4,446,800

$4,412,073

$5,269,378

$5,929,395

$7,080,839

$27,138,485

$2,723,756
$1,042,105
$680,939
$0

$2,189,400
$1,675,323
$547,350
$0

$2,614,820
$2,000,853
$653,705
$0

$2,942,340
$2,251,470
$735,585
$0

$3,513,720
$2,688,689
$878,430
$0

$13,984,036
$9,658,440
$3,496,009
$0

Net Operating Costs

$65,056,498

$60,986,642

$89,703,762

$105,116,320

$134,182,245

$455,045,466

Identified Revenue

$65,056,498

$60,986,642

$89,703,762

$105,116,320

$134,182,245

$455,045,466

Table 5.21
TRANSIT CAPITAL PLAN
(Total Costs, Inflated to Year of Expenditure)

VRE PARKING EXPANSION
Parking Expansion
Capital Cost
Brooke
Leeland Rd
Fredericksburg
Subtotal:
Funding Sources
HOT Lanes Revenue
FTA 5307
State Capital
Assistance
TOTAL:

20082015

20162020

200
500
800
1,500

200

1,500

Number
2021- 20262025
2030

Capital Cost
20312035

273
400

400

Total

2008-15

673
1,300
800
2,773

$2,060,515
$5,151,287
$17,488,000
$24,699,801

2021-2025

2026-2030

$5,538,694

$6,232,444

$2,318,786

$5,538,694

$6,232,444

$5,079,668

$9,458,969
$16,922,424
$17,488,000
$43,869,393

$15,453,860
$4,305,981

$1,855,029

$4,430,955

$4,985,955

$4,063,735

$15,453,860
$19,641,654

$4,939,960
$24,699,801

$463,757
$2,318,786

$1,107,739
$5,538,694

$1,246,489
$6,232,444

$1,015,934
$5,079,668

$8,773,879
$43,869,393
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2016-2020

$2,318,786

2031-2035

$5,079,668

Total

2035 George Washington Regional Long Range Transportation Plan
TRANSIT CAPITAL PLAN
(Total Costs, Inflated to Year of Expenditure)
20082015
Funding Gap
EXPRESS BUS
55' Commuter Buses
Acquisition Cost
Replacement Costs
Subtotal:
Funding Sources
HOT Lanes Revenue
FTA 5307 Formula Funds
State Capital Assistance
Subtotal
Funding Gap

6
6

20162020

Number
2021- 20262025
2030

Capital Cost
20312035

Total

12
6
6

12

12
12

Express Bus Totals
Capital Costs
Funding Sources
Funding Gap
FRED/TDM

Transit Centers/Park & Ride
Capital Cost
SC-610 In Line HOT Lane
Station
Station
Parking
SC- 630
US-17
Celebrate Virginia
Station
Parking
PR-3 at SC-639 & RC-627
PR-3 at SC-627
PR-3 Near King George Line
Massaponax Transit Center

1,050
110

400
280

2,200
100

500

300

200

1
3,650
390
300

2008-15

$0

$3,090,772

$6,956,358

$3,090,772

$6,956,358

$3,090,772

$6,956,358

400

0
0
700

2021-2025
$0

2026-2030

$0

$4,674,333
$4,674,333

$11,164,106
$11,164,106

$10,047,130
$15,838,439
$25,885,569

$8,931,285
$2,232,821
$11,164,106
$0

$10,047,130
$12,670,751
$3,167,688
$25,885,569
$0

$11,164,106
$11,164,106
$0

$25,885,569
$25,885,569
$0

$6,956,358
$0

$0
$0

$3,090,772
$3,090,772
$0

$6,956,358
$6,956,358
$0

$0
$0
$0

$4,674,333
$4,674,333
$0

$10,817,702
$1,133,283

$11,593,930
$4,637,572
$3,246,300

$40,935,055
$1,558,111

$3,090,772
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Total

$0

$3,090,772
$0

$5,796,965

2031-2035

$0

$3,739,466
$934,867
$4,674,333
$0

1
1,100

600

2016-2020

$0

$7,345,000
$8,308,040

$3,721,369

$11,593,930
$56,390,329
$4,379,583
$5,279,480
$7,345,000
$14,105,005

$6,232,444

$0
$0
$9,323,216

2035 George Washington Regional Long Range Transportation Plan
TRANSIT CAPITAL PLAN
(Total Costs, Inflated to Year of Expenditure)
20082015
Station
Parking
Total
Funding Sources
HOT Lanes Funding
FTA 5307
FTA 5309
State Capital Assistance
Total
Funding Gap
New Vehicle Purchases
Capital Cost
30' Transit Bus
FRED BOC Buses
Total

800
2,260

20162020

1,180

Number
2021- 20262025
2030

600

400
900

Capital Cost
20312035

Total

2,400

1,250

7
2
9

Funding Sources
FTA 5307
State Capital Assistance
Local Jurisdiction Share
Total

7
2

2008-15

7
2
9

7
2
9

7
2
9

7
1
8

14
4

21
6
27

28
8
36

35
9
44

35
9
44

2016-2020

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2035

Total

$44,656,424

$6,150,000
$14,474,503
$129,041,046
$26,211,236
$60,819,950
$29,240,155
$12,836,628
$129,041,046
$0

$6,150,000
$8,242,059
$23,283,816
$12,878,217
$8,144,694

Funding Sources
FTA 5307
State Capital Assistance
Local Jurisdiction Share
Total
Funding Gap
Vehicle Replacement
Capital Cost
30' Transit Bus
FRED BOC Buses
Total

1
1,200
7,340

$31,424,767

$15,653,040

$6,232,444
$14,022,999

$14,087,736

$12,620,699

$1,565,304
$15,653,040
$0

$1,402,300
$14,022,999
$0

$17,536,549
$22,721,155
$4,465,642
$44,656,424
$0

$2,260,905
$23,283,816
$0

$13,333,019
$8,430,271
$6,519,000
$3,142,477
$31,424,767
$0

$2,677,850
$240,460
$2,918,310

$3,013,500
$270,600
$3,284,100

$3,599,050
$323,180
$3,922,230

$4,049,850
$363,660
$4,413,510

$4,836,300
$217,140
$5,053,440

$18,176,550
$1,415,040
$19,591,590

$2,334,648
$291,831
$291,831
$2,918,310
$0

$2,627,280
$328,410
$328,410
$3,284,100
$0

$3,137,784
$392,223
$392,223
$3,922,230
$0

$3,530,808
$441,351
$441,351
$4,413,510
$0

$4,042,752
$505,344
$505,344
$5,053,440
$0

$15,673,272
$1,959,159
$1,959,159
$19,591,590
$0

$1,562,079
$280,537
$1,842,616

$2,511,250
$451,000
$2,962,250

$4,498,813
$807,950
$4,878,304

$6,749,750
$1,212,200
$8,444,075

$10,075,625
$1,628,550
$11,704,175

$25,397,517
$4,380,237
$29,831,420

$1,225,652
$184,262
$432,703
$1,842,616

$2,336,126
$296,225
$329,899
$2,962,250

$3,771,068
$487,830
$619,406
$4,878,304

$6,755,260
$844,408
$844,408
$8,444,075

$9,363,340
$1,170,418
$1,170,418
$11,704,175

$23,451,446
$2,983,142
$3,396,832
$29,831,420
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TRANSIT CAPITAL PLAN
(Total Costs, Inflated to Year of Expenditure)
20082015

20162020

Number
2021- 20262025
2030

Capital Cost
20312035

Total

2008-15

Funding Gap
Facilities
Capital Cost
Regional Bus Maintenance
Facility
Route 610 Crew Facility

$0

Capital Costs
Funding Sources
Federal
5307 Formula
5309 Earmarks
State
State Capital Assistance
Local
Local Jurisdictions
Other
HOT Lanes Revenue
TOTAL:

$0

2021-2025
$0

$6,150,000

2026-2030
$0

2031-2035
$0

$1,653,000

Total
$0

$7,803,000
$1,469,000
$9,272,000

$1,469,000

Total
Funding Sources
FTA 530
State Capital Assistance
Local Jurisdiction Share
Total
Funding Gap
FRED/TDM Totals
Capital Costs
Funding Sources
Funding Gap
TOTALS:

2016-2020

$6,150,000

$1,469,000

$1,653,000

$4,920,000
$615,000
$615,000
$6,150,000
$0

$1,175,200
$146,900
$146,900
$1,469,000
$0

$1,322,400
$165,300
$165,300
$1,653,000
$0

$28,044,741
$28,044,741
$0

$43,821,117
$43,821,117
$0

$25,922,575
$25,922,575
$0

$28,533,584
$28,533,584
$0

$61,414,039
$61,414,039
$0

$187,736,056
$187,736,056
$0

$55,835,315

$53,096,260

$31,461,268

$39,440,362

$77,657,813

$257,491,018

$16,010,974

$20,168,706
$6,519,000

$26,602,743

$32,954,589

$43,937,661
$22,721,155

$139,674,673
$29,240,155

$7,676,958

$4,845,869

$3,699,996

$5,034,714

$9,323,236

$30,580,773

$724,534

$1,273,309

$1,158,529

$1,451,059

$1,675,762

$6,283,191

$31,422,849

$20,289,377

$0

$0

$0

$51,712,225

$55,835,314

$53,096,260

$31,461,268

$39,440,362

$77,657,813

$257,491,017
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$7,417,600
$927,200
$927,200
$9,272,000
$0

